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Q1. Write short essays in about 300 words  on each of the following:







clause)

3. Yesterday, we ______ (walk) in the Kaziranga Wildlife Sanctuary for an hour. [Fill in the blanks with 
the correct form of Tense]

4. ____ 2014 Ebola virus is the largest epidemic ___ history affecting ____ number of countries of West 
Africa. [Fill in the blanks with articles and prepositions]

5. Tell me your name. [Turn into complex sentence]

6. Rina who ___ (have been/has been/is being) ill for a month ___ (will visit/visited/has visited) the 
doctor last Monday. The doctor ___ (advised/had advised/will advise) her complete bed rest. (Fill in the 
blanks with the correct form of verbs)

7. Have you seen a tiger? [Change the voice]

8. Most people are fond ___ mystery stories. They find ___ extra pleasure ___ trying to solve the 
mystery along with the investigator. [Fill in the blanks with articles and prepositions]

9. Today is the hottest day of the year. [ Rewrite using comparative degree]

10. The president distributed the prizes. [Replace the underlined word with the correct phrasal verb]

Do as Directed
1. Do or die. [Turn it into a simple sentence]

2. My friend has given me oranges. [Change the voice]

3. You helped me. I should have been in trouble otherwise. [Join into a single sentence]

4. How he behaved shocked me. [Turn into a simple sentence]

5. Sucheta said to me, ‘Let us go for a picnic’ [Change mode of narration]

6. I was numb with shock. I got into the car. [ Join into a simple sentence]

7. Evil customs must be eradicated. [Replace the underlined word with the correct phrasal verb]

8. Smith has done the finest job. [Make it positive]

9. Who has taught you to play the Piano? [ Change the voice]

10. She was reared by her uncle and aunt. [Replace the underlined word with the correct phrasal verb]


